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ACTIVITIES DURING VIGILANCE AWARENESS WEEK 2021



A seminar on “INDEPENDENT INDIA @ 75: SELF RELIANCE WITH INTEGRITY” 
was organized jointly with Eastern Railway and Metro Railway. 

Three eminent guest speakers from different areas of our society Swamy Vedatitananda 
from Belur Math, Sri Ashok Kumar, CTE/CVC & Dr. Amitabh Kundu, 

Ex Prof JNU delivered their engaging speech
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ACTIVITIES DURING VIGILANCE AWARENESS WEEK 2021

Workshop at Chakradharpur Division

Vendors meet at Ranchi Division
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ACTIVITIES DURING VIGILANCE AWARENESS WEEK 2021



ACTIVITIES DURING VIGILANCE AWARENESS WEEK 2021
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Skit play at Kharagpur by Divisional Cultural Association/Kharagpur

Skit play at Ranchi by Divisional Cultural Association /Ranchi
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ACTIVITIES DURING VIGILANCE AWARENESS WEEK 2021

Skit play at Howrah Station by HQ/ Divisional Cultural Association

Skit play at Adra by Divisional Cultural Association /Adra
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ACTIVITIES DURING VIGILANCE AWARENESS WEEK 2021

Winner of online quiz contest organized for the wards of Railway employee

Winner of online quiz contest organized for the Railway employees
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ACTIVITIES DURING VIGILANCE AWARENESS WEEK 2021

Vigilance bulletin “Maryada” 2021 released by GM/SER, GM/ER & GM/Metro 
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By Sri Vijay Kumar Panjiar, 
SDGM

All Government departments & PSUs are directed to observe Vigilance Awareness 
st

Week, the week in which Birthday of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel (October 31 ) falls.

Chief Vigilance Commissioner, vide his letter dated June 23, 2000, mooted the idea of 
Vigilance Awareness Week. This letter mentioned that India has been ranked 73 out of 
99 countries in the Corruption Perception Index. In 2021, we have fallen down to 86 with 
a score lesser than global average.

So, we have to, unfortunately, be reminded about dangers of corruption, about the need 
to fight it, and the need to eliminate it. Building integrity and curbing corruption are key 
elements in the fight.

As per United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC),  corruption, bribery, theft, 
tax evasion, and other illicit financial flows cost developing countries $1.26 trillion per 
year.

Prof. Arun Kumar, who has written extensively about black money in India, has 
suggested that the extent of black money in the country is estimated to be 62 percent of 
the GDP- generating (at 2016-17 prices) about 93 lakh Crore of revenue.  This amount 
is larger than the income generated by Agriculture and Industry put together, which is 
about 39% of GDP. Evasion of taxes or an acceptance of bribe is major contributors to 
the generation of black money.  And this is nothing but lack of integrity and corruption at 
its most basic level.

Transparency and Democracy are vital antidotes against corruption.  Right to 
Information Act and the Whistle-blowers Protection Act are important tools for fight 
against corruption.  Neither of these are panaceas, which will ensure that there is no 
corruption.  It is just that it would make being corrupt a little bit difficult.

It is important that the laws are clear and unambiguous. Compliance requirements and 
procedures should be simplified.  Technology with the emphasis on faceless interaction 
with authorities is essential. Getting PF advance through HRMS is an excellent 
example of such interface. Technology used should be simple, which can be easily 
accessed by ordinary citizens and workers.

Every organisation should assess corruption risks, and ensure adequate checks are in 
place to prevent corruption.  During the Vigilance Awareness Week, we evaluate those 
factors and involve all stakeholders through various Awareness programmes, 
Workshops and Seminars during the entire week.

Vigilance Awareness Week : Why is it important?
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In a corrupt mind 

By Somedutta Chakraborty
Student of Class-XII

A blot of ink smoulders your senses,
Dark, agonizing 
Much like a knot in your stomach
It spreads out, like spilt milk 
Devours every corner of your mind

Writhing in pain,
Your conscience tells you
Not to sabotage 
"Trust", "Integrity"

Yet you succumb to it,
To smoke and to mirrors 
To lies, to pretense
To that elixir of pleasure 

Your soul tears up,
You get pieces
Pieces lost forever 
And yet you go round and round

Until you hear sirens,  
Until your vision is barred..
In that vision, you see
A scar of unfathomable depth 

Oh! The futility of it all
The scathing indictment,
Of destiny 
Will you be able to rein it in?
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ARE YOU SCARED OF VIGILANCE?

Sri Hemanta Kumar Mohanty
Dy.COM/Infra,SER

The Perception: 

Are you scared of vigilance? Ask this question to any Railwayman, in most of the cases 
the answer will come “YES”. Whether the answer is a well thought-out one or routine 
type, we cannot say. However, we cannot deny the existence of a general perception 
that vigilance hunts people. One of the major reasons for this perception is the 
ignorance of people about the roles and functions of the vigilance. We fear something 
when we have no proper idea about it. Familiar things generate peace and calmness, 
whereas things that are alien to us scare us to different degrees. Psychological analysis 
suggests - ignorance is the root cause of the anxiety we face when dealing with the 
unknown. It is the fear of the unknown that torments us and sometimes derails our 
quest for excellence. The problem lies in the fact that the same reaction of fear is 
invoked in response to the imaginary threat. The fear sometimes manifests itself into a 
full-blown panic based on our imaginary danger enlarged by our own chain of thoughts 
that never halts. When we start to understand vigilance in its perspective, then that 
brings us closer to a feeling of familiarity and diminishing fear.

Different people hold different views about Vigilance. Some think- it is an essential part 
of an organisation whereas some others think- it creates hindrance to the efficient 
working of the organisation as people hesitate to take appropriate action fearing 
vigilance action. It is quite natural that the people, who have been affected by the 
Vigilance action in one or the other way, would certainly have a negative view of it. 
However, there are some honest people, who believe that they often fail to take some 
decisions, which they think appropriate, in fear of Vigilance action. This is partly, 
because they are not familiar with the rules, instructions and procedures of Vigilance 
and partly, they are swayed away by the view of the people affected by Vigilance. There 
is also a motivated perception, systematically propagated by some vested interest 
groups, that vigilance witch-hunts people.

Reality: Vigilance does not hunt

There is a perception, systematically and motivated/propagated by some vested 
interest groups, that Vigilance witch-hunts people. This is not true in the present 
scenario, simply because, there are a lot of rules, instructions and procedures which 
vigilance is bound to follow while conducting an investigation against any official and it 
is not at all easy to prove corruption charges against an official, unless vigilance has 
gathered substantial evidences as a proof of any malafide action. Establishment  of 
vigilance angle in any act is a cumbersome process, on which decision is taken by 
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officers at very senior level after careful examination of evidences put forward by the 
investigation. Irregularity of every kind and every loss caused to the Organization, 
either in pecuniary or non pecuniary terms, need not have a vigilance angle.

The Reality: Vigilance cannot punish anybody

Unlike the CBI or Vigilance departments of the state governments, vigilance 
organisation of a public sector department like Railways, does not possess enforcing 
power. It can not resort to the methods of interrogation, these departments can resort 
to. The evidences here are mostly document based. During the investigation, the views 
of various senior officers are taken to arrive at a proper conclusion. 

Even then, the finding of the investigation and the direction of vigilance in this regard 
are not binding on the executive; it is advisory in nature. The executive is free to take 
action as he deemed fit, as per extant rules and instructions. Of course, the executive is 
required to consult the vigilance while taking any action in deviation of vigilance advice; 
the consultation, however, does not have any enforcement on the decision of the 
executive.

The Reality: Vigilance is an integral part of the Management

Vigilance is an essential and integral component of the management like it's any other 
important department /segment. The objective of vigilance is to ensure that the 
management gets the maximum out of its various transactions and its resources are 
effectively managed. It gives valuable inputs to the executive to run the administration 
smoothly. Unlike private organizations, where interest of individuals are totally centred 
round on the profitable functioning of the organization, in public sector organizations 
there is much scope of misuse of position and authority and misappropriation of 
government money. The presence of a vigilance set up here will enable accountability 
and transparency in administration.

The Reality: Vigilance promotes accountability and transparency

There are two different roles of vigilance. One is to catch the person involved in  any 
corrupt practice  and recommend action against him, in order to send a clear message 
down the line that  some agency is having a watch on the wrong doings of officials and  
appropriate action is taken when an official found involved in it, to have a deterrent 
effect on the fence sitters. The second one is to identify the processes prone to breed 
corruption and send advices for appropriate corrective measures, known as system 
improvement suggestions.  The former is known as punitive vigilance where as the 
latter is known as preventive vigilance.

Vigilance connotes watchfulness. It is not the purpose of vigilance to wait for lapses to 
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committed and then try to conduct post mortem. As such, what is more important than 
punitive vigilance is preventive vigilance. In short, management should be interested in 
preventive vigilance measures. If adequate attention is paid to preventive vigilance 
side, many vigilance cases will not arise. Preventive vigilance calls for constant review 
of rules, procedures and practices which afford scope for corruption. It identifies both 
the process and the person prone to breed corruption and advises the administration to 
take corrective measures.

The Reality: Vigilance promotes correct decisions

Vigilance induces people to be careful while taking decisions so as to ensure that the 
relevant rules, instructions and procedures are followed and adequate consideration is 
given to the overall interest of the organisation. Exercise of general prudence, 
adherence to the established procedure and observance of extant rules and 
instructions what vigilance expect from the executive, which are also the hall mark of an 
ideal decision making  process.

Conclusion: Is Vigilance necessary?

In an ideal situation, there should not be a Vigilance Department, the ideal situation 
being where everyone possesses high moral values and practise honesty and 
transparency while dealing with government money and recourses. 

We are living in an impure world, where the basic instinct of people is to accumulate 
money wealth and power as much as possible and the available resources and 
opportunities are very scanty and limited. The gap between the demand and the supply 
is huge. The naked display of material pleasure has intoxicated the volatile mind of the 
people who find all the luxury of life at their easy reach, provided they can afford these. 
This condition is a natural breeding ground for corruption. So long as there is scope of 
corruption, the need for vigilance as a watch dog cannot be overemphasized. Needless 
to say, vigilance is just like the security personnel guarding a treasury. As we cannot 
afford to leave a treasury unguarded, we cannot simply wish away the role of vigilance 
in an organisation in the present scenario.
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CASE STUDIES

Case study 1 : Traffic
Source information revealed that two ladies TTIs working in train squad under a particular CTI base of 
ADA division were indulged in a habitual practice of EFT fraud.  Two traffic VIs in disguise boarded 
from TATA station in Asst guard Cabin of train 18183 in which those two ladies TTIs were nominated to 
perform duty from CNI. At CNI station one of the ladies TTIs boarded the compartment just next to Asst 
Guard Cabin in the said train and was found checking in the 2S coaches D1 to D4 but the other ladies 
TTI could not be found during the check. Just after 45 mins the train left CNI the Vigilance team 
revealed their identity to the said TTI and took possession of her EFT book and conducted the check 
along with her in the said coaches. During the check the passenger foils issued to the passengers 
were tallied with the accounts foil and record foil of the EFT book and in one instance it was found that 
the passenger foil of EFT was issued for one Without ticket passenger Ex-TATA to HTZ amounting to 
Rs 390/- but on cross examination it was found that the account foil and the record foil of the said EFT 
had been left blank. The modus operandi adopted by the TTI indicates a serious malafide intention of 
her to fill the accounts foil and record foil of the said EFT later on with much lower amount than the 
passenger foil and remit the same in Govt account extract the remaining excess cash for personal 
gain and thereby to defraud the Railways. The said passenger foil of EFT was seized by the Vigilance 
team/SER and a free EFT vide EFT was issued to the passenger from the same EFT book by the TTI 
on advice of Vigilance team/SER. 

After the train arrived at station TTI was subjected to cash check by the Vigilance team/SER in which it 
was found that the total Govt Cash as per EFT book of the TTI, upto the point of Vigilance check was 
amounting to Rs. 3280/-. But on physical check the TTI produced Rs4910/- as her Govt Cash. Hence, 
an excess cash amounting to Rs.1630/- was detected in her possession which was deposited in Govt 
account.

Further, the EFT book issued to other TTI who was not available in the train, was also found in 
st

possession of the 1  TTI. Surprisingly, the TTI on train was issuing EFTs from both the books in her 
own handwriting with a view to justify the presence of the other TTI by putting false signatures while 
issuing EFTs from the other one's EFT book. Moreover, on scrutiny of the Appearance Register and 
Attendance register of CTI office, it was found that both the TTIs were on duty on that day at the 

stmaterial time of check but one TTI was available while another was not, and it appeared that the 1   
TTI had made false entry in the Appearance register of the CTI office as well as had put false signature 
in the Attendance register on behalf of the unavailable TTI to show her as on duty in pen and paper. For 
further investigation Both the EFT books, Appearance register and the Attendance register of the CTI 
Office were seized by the Vigilance team/SER for further investigation.

In course of investigation, the specimen signatures of both the TTIs were taken and sent to CFSL(K) 
Central Forensic Science Laboratory, Kolkata along with the seized EFT books and the attendance 
register in order to get expertise decision on the signature verification.  

Case study 2 : Traffic.
Based on source information, 26 nos. of Passenger's foil of EFTs were collected from the on board 
Train No. xxxx SHM TVC Bi-Weekly Express leaving SHM on 31.05.2022. During collection of those 
passenger's foil of EFTs, one passenger had made a written complaint wherein it was stated that he 
had purchased the EFT No. A- XXXX dated 31.05.2022 Ex. SHM to KPD (leaving SHM on 

rd
31.05.2022) in 3  AC class from the TTE who were seating on the SHM platform. Further he stated that 
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said TTE had taken Rs.6900/- as fare of the ticket and Rs.6000/- extra for arranging their ticket in AC 
compartment. But when the train started from the SHM station, the on-duty TTE of the Train, explained 
him that the said EFT was issued in an improper way and instructed him to get down from the coach at 
KGP station. However, on request the on-duty TTE who was a kind enough had managed only one 
berth vide No. 7 at S3 compartment for him and he somehow travelled up to KPD.

On scrutiny of the said EFTs it was observed that all EFTs were issued by one TTI of KGP Division who 
was performing open movement duty on 31.05.2022 at SHM. During scrutiny it revealed that the said 
TTI had issued those 26 collected EFTs without station stamp. In some EFTs he had made illegible 
entries in some fields like, “To Station”, “Collected at”, “Class” etc. He had not taken passenger's 
signature on the EFT foils also by violating the instructions as laid down in CC-54 of 2000.

Further, all related documents like record copies of used EFTs, appearance register, record copy of 
monthly TTE returns etc were collected from the base station of the said TTI of KGP Division as well as 
from the Traffic Accounts Office/GRC and a series of under mentioned irregularities have been 
detected:

· The CTI of the base station had issued more than 3 (Three) blank EFTs to the said TTI in regular 
basis by violating the instructions as laid down in Para-1(f) & 4(f) Railway Board's commercial circular 
No. 54 of 2000.

· In 2 to 3 occasions EFT books were issued to the said TTI without putting the station stamp.

· Irregular submission of TTE monthly return by the said TTI.

· On scrutiny of the TTE cash deposit statement generated from the system of UTS from 
01.06.2022 to 15.06.2022, it revealed that TTI had not deposited his TTE earnings in daily basis.

· The said TTE had written wrong station code in the column of “To Station”, “Train No” while 
issuing EFTs like passenger wants ticket for KPD-Kadpadi by Train No. xxxx Exp but destination 
station code written as “KDP” on the EFT. As per alphabetical list KDP stand for  Kondapuram Station 
which does not fall on the route of Train No. xxxxx Express.

rd
· The said TTI had issued EFTs to the without ticket passengers in the 3  AC without collecting 
applicable GST.

· The said TTI had not obtained signature of the passenger's on the EFT in many occasions.

· The said TTI hasn't signed in the EFTs in many occasions during issuance of EFT to the 
passengers.

· In many cases the said TTI had issued EFTs to the passengers in an impractical way like the 
said TTI had issued EFT to the without ticket passenger in Tran No. Xxxxx SHM TVC Bi-Weekly 
Express from SRC to TVC but fine collected station written as “HWH” which is practically impossible 
because the said train originates from SHM station & don't touch HWH station at all.

· The said TTI had issued EFTs for end to end station on the SHM station i.e. at the originating 
station of the train but reason for issuance of such EFTs had been mentioned as without ticket 
passengers. Since the working TTE of the said trains could not allot berths to these passengers, they 
had to travel long distance with great difficulties.

· The monthly TTE returns of the said TTI of KGP Division were checked by the Traffic Account 
Office/GRC but Traffic Account Office/GRC had failed to identify the irregularities mentioned above. 

The Traffic Account Office/GRC had also failed to raise debit against the said TTI of KGP Division. 

In view of the above irregularities, the said TTI of KGP Division had already been deployed in non-
cash handling duties and further punitive action being initiated. 

Case study 3  Traffic
During a Preventive Vigilance check conducted at one CTI Office of Adra division on 27.06.2021 used 
EFT books were checked wherein irregularities were found in the foils of 3 EFT books. Investigation 
revealed that all those EFT books were used by Sri X/TTI of the unit. In all 37 EFTs were detected with 
major irregularities. Those EFTs were prepared and issued by Sri X. But after issue of Passenger foils 
the Account and Record foils  of those EFTs were manipulated by overwriting/ inserting numerical 
figures in place of 'no of Passenger', 'Fare', 'penalty' & 'Total' Amount to show less no of Passenger(s) 
and less EFT Amount with the objective to embezzle the Railway revenue. It is also detected that on 
several occasions different fare amount was collected through back to back EFT's wherein the train 
no, date of journey, class of journey, chargeable distance and no of passengers (purported) was same 
in all  such pair of EFTs with evidences of manipulation . That further suggests malafide intention of Sri 
X.

All such EFTs was issued on board 02644/02643 bi-weekly express in 2S class between 29.04.21 & 
nd

25.06.21 i.e during 2  pandemic period when issued EFTs were neither collected nor examined at the 
exit gate of stations.  Sri X had taken full opportunity of the situation.  If any EFT was overwritten then 
he was supposed to cancel the same and issue a fresh EFT to the passengers as per provision of Para 
260 of IRCM Vol-I . However, he had not followed any rule to defrauded Railway. As such, he had 
violated the provision of IRCM Para 260 & Rule 3 (1) (i), (ii) (iii) (vi), (ix), & (xviii) of Railway service 
(Conduct) Rules, 1966 Further, on 3 instances, Sri X had not disclosed his Private cash at the back 
side of the last used record foil of EFT as required to be declared. Although he had made detail 
endorsement like “Cash of date (dates) Rs._____” and signed under it with date but he kept the PC 
amount blank.  Repetition of the same indicates that he was habitual offender and his objective was to 
earn ill money in course of duty. He had violated the provisions of Railway Board's instruction 
circulated vide letter no TCO/2870/88 dated 08.12.1993.

It is found that whenever Sri X worked by 02643/ 02644 exp he had withheld the Govt cash beyond the 
prescribed time limit up to 5 days which tantamount to Misappropriation of Govt cash and violation of 
Railway Board's Commercial Circular no 53 of 2012 as well as the provision of Para 2430 of IRCM Vol-
II. More interestingly, frauds in EFTs were detected whenever he withheld the Govt cash beyond 
prescribed limit.

Furthermore, two Account foils of EFTs issued on board 02643 exp was missing from the custody of 
Sri X. However, he had not intimated the incident to any of his competent authority including divisional 
Comml control.  Preponderance of probability suggests those Account foils were misused by him. He 
simply made Xerox of the record foils and got those certified as Account foils by one of the CTI of his 
unit for onward submission. That CTI, while certifying those Xerox copies has failed to observe any 
procedure or extant rule. He did not bother to inform and consult his CTI-in-charge. The CTI has 
violated the provision of Railway service (Conduct) Rules, 1966.

Sri X was assigned to perform squad duty.  Approved duty roster of squad TTEs were never followed 
by unit CTI–in-charge. Sri X was assigned the duty of 02643/ 02644 bi weekly exp on regular measure 
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irrespective of his nominated group. Moreover, Sri X had performed duty by 02643 exp even when he 
was not assigned to do so.

Unit CTI/in-charge was held responsible for his supervisory lapses. He had failed to check the 
irregularities on Account foils submitted by Sri X before onward submission to Account office. He also 
failed to detect late/ partial remittance of Govt cash by Sri X whenever, Sri X performed duty by 
02643/02644 exp. He has violated the provision of Railway service (Conduct) Rules, 1966.

An amount of Rs 31,100/- was recovered from the salary bill of Sri X/TTI. DAR action against the staffs 
concerned is under progress.

Case study : 4 Traffic
In course of a preventive check in a Goods Office at KGP Division it was noticed that one Goods clerk 
had intentionally forwarded one release memo with misinformation regarding release of one rake 
consisting of 21 BCN load, containing cement. After unloading the consignments at destination from 
only 09 wagons of the said entire rake of 21 wagons, the entire rake was declared empty within free 
time on date at 19.50 Hrs by the consignee by serving the release memo to the Goods clerk. The 
Goods clerk thereafter intentionally forwarded the release memo to on duty SM of the concerned 
station, hiding the fact that the remaining consignments of rest 12 wagons were still intact inside the 
wagons. Based on the information passed by the on duty SM to divisional control, one light engine 
along with crew was ordered which subsequently arrived for drawn out of the aforesaid rake.  The 
drawn out of the rake could not be done as the rake was not fully unloaded resulting in misutilisation of 
power and crew.

The next day, an indent was placed by the same party for 21(BCN)/E for back loading of the same rake 
to load cement for another destination. In this regard WRF amounting to Rs.50,000/- was paid online 
by the consignor. As per RR the total freight paid was amounting to Rs. 4,39,837/-through Bank DD 
and cash. The Goods clerk had recorded the same amount of Rs.4,39,837/- being paid through Bank 
DD and hard cash in the Cash book register of Goods Office. The receipt of the said WRF amount of 
Rs.50,000/- paid online by the consignor has not been accounted for in the said Cash book register by 
the said Goods clerk. The Goods clerk should have received Rs. 3,89,837/- from the party as freight 
amount after adjusting the WRF amount of Rs.50,000/- received through online payment from the 
party. As such, a total amount of Rs. 4,89,837 was received from the party as the amount of 
Rs.50,000/- was paid as excess in remittance in Railway account but it was neither mentioned in Cash 
book or nor accounted in credit side of Balance Sheet of Goods Office for the month but it was shown 
in the debit side as refunded amount by the goods clerk to nullify excess amount of Rs.50,000/- with 
malafide intention. Punitive action being initiated.

Case Study 5 :  Accounts :

A check was conducted on drawal of hostel subsidies by employees, claimed during COVID peiod.  
Certificates issued by the various institutions and submitted by the employees were taken up for 
verification.  Altogether 132 certificates were sent for verification to the issuing authorities, out of 
which reply received from 105  institutes. As many as 28 irregular cases like fake certificate/ excess 
claim etc have been identified. Irregular payment made towards hostel subsidy to the tune of Rs. 18 
lakhs has already been detected out of which Rs.6.46 Lakhs have already been recovered from the 
salary of errant officials. DAR action is being initiated against as many as05 officials.

Case study 6 : Personnel 
As per the directive received from Railway Board, special drive was carried out at all the Divisions over 
SER to verify whether NIP issued by the DA in last three years, have been entered in the service sheet 
of the concerned Charged Official or not.  During Preventive check, various irregularities in as many 
as 77 cases were detected. While scrutinizing pay particulars of the CO, it was observed that even 
though NIP was entered in the service sheet, punishment such as reduction of pay effecting 
punishment, withholding of increment etc. were not implemented by the concerned bill clerk. 
Moreover, In some cases reduction of pay implemented for shorter period than actual punishment 
period mentioned in NIP (e.g. pay should have been reduced for 12 months actually reduced for 6 
months), Promotion/upgradation effected during punishment periods, wrong punishment imposed, 
stoppage of increment partially implemented, pay not restored even after due date after NIP period, 
extra increment granted at the time of pay restoration etc.

In one glaring case CO (CTI) was dismissed from service by DA initially, then AA reinstated him at 
initial grade (TE) for five years period without further promotion and increment.  Surprisingly, his pay 
was enhanced from Rs.21,700/- to 35,400/- (as CTI) only after one year without any valid authority. 
Recovery against excess payment to the tune of Rs.3.5 lakhs has already been initiated after 
Vigilance check. Punitive action have been  initiated against as many as  27 errant officials of different 
Departments.

Case Study -7 Engineering
A preventive check was conducted in one of the divisions of South Eastern Railway on the aspect of 
execution of contract work related to water supply. The value of the contract was appx. Rs 3.10 Cr. It 
was observed that appx. 26.40% of the contract value catered to pipe line work using GI/DI pipes as 
per work order and as provided in the sanctioned estimate. However, the contractor after 5 months of 
award of the contract written a letter to the concerned SSE/Works that since GI/DI pipes are not 
available in the market, use of PPR pipes may be permitted in lieu of GI/DI pipes. The concerned 
SSE/Works forwarded the letter to the ADEN, who in turn forwarded the same to DEN for 
administrative approval of the competent authority. It was observed that in addition to the fact of non 
availability of GI/DI pipes in the market as claimed by the contractor, ADEN and DEN on their own 
enlisted various other advantage of use of PPR pipes while forwarding the proposal for approval of the 
competent authority through DFM,. But the fact of the contractor's proposal letter was not put up to the 
DFM or DRM. They also did not ascertain the fact of non availability of GI/DI pipes in the market as 
claimed by the contractor. The proposal was having financial repercussion of appx. Rs 57 lakhs 
(excess expenditure due to higher rates of PPR pipes in comparison to GI/DI pipes). The DFM 
accordingly accorded finance concurrence to the proposal and competent authority approved use of 
PPR pipes in lieu of GI/DI pipes. 

It was revealed that the contractor proposed use of PPR pipes in lieu of GI/DI pipes in the first week of 
April'2018 and administrative approval was accorded in June'2018. However, the contractor had 
already supplied substantial quantities of PPR pipes in Feb'2018 and the same were taken on record 
(material passing register) by the concerned SSE/W/WS/KGP. The work using PPR pipes was also 
started in Feb'2018 before approval of the same. In fact the contractor had procured PPR pipes even 
before award of the contract. The supply of PPR pipes made by the contractor even before award of 
the contract and in advance of the initiation of the proposal and administrative approval for the use 

CASE STUDIESCASE STUDIES
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thereof was thus premeditated and with malafide intention. This has been corroborated by the fact that 
undue benefit to the extent of appx. Rs 75 lakhs has been extended to the contractor due to profit 
margin in USSOR 2010 item of supply and laying of PPR pipes is much more than that in USSOR 
2010 item of supply and laying of GI/DI pipes. Further, the cost of pipe line works using GI/DI pipes 
would have been appx. Rs 79.51 lakhs against which cost incurred due to use of PPR pipes was appx. 
Rs 1.47 Cr i.e. excess expenditure of appx. Rs 67.5 lakhs.

In addition, irregularities such as non adherence to contract conditions and use of pipes not 
conforming to specifications have also been detected.  Further investigations are in progress.

Case Study 8 (Engineering)
CVC had sought a factual report regarding gross irregularities in award of contracts for a period of one 
year under the jurisdiction of one of the SrDEN unit in a division of the South Eastern Railway. 
Accordingly, a factual report was sent to the Railway Board. Based on factual report, CVC had 
instructed to conduct detailed investigation regarding the same.

During investigation it was found that thirteen contracts were awarded under the jurisdiction of the 
said Sr. DEN in the period mentioned above. No irregularity was detected in the award of the contracts 
being finalised through open competitive bidding process. However, most of the contracts were 
quoted below the departmental value.

One of the contract was accepted for an appx. amount Rs. 2.05 Cr with a tender premium @ (-
)16.57%. During execution of the work,  five new non schedule items for an appx. amount Rs. 1.02 Cr  
were introduced. In addition, there was overall variation of 64.84% (excess) in the contract value. One  
of the NS item sanctioned was ““Providing and laying in position ready mixed M-25 grade 
concrete for reinforced cement concrete work, using cement content as per approved design 
mix, manufactured in fully automatic batching plant and transported to site of work ion transit 
mixer for all leads, having continuous agitated mixer, manufactured as per mix design of 
specified grade for reinforced cement concrete work, including pumping of RMC from transit 
mixer to site of laying, excluding the cost of centering, shuttering finishing and reinforcement 
including cost of admixtures in recommended proportions as per IS : 9103 to accelerate / rated 
setting of concrete improve workability without impairing strength and durability as per 
direction of the Engineer-in-charge including GST” @ 18%, rate @ Rs 8799.84 per cum. The 
quantity as per variation statement is 389 cum.

However,   as per USSOR-2010, there is no separate rate for RMC and the above work had to be 
executed vide item 041011 of USSOR-2010 (read with Para 1.5 of General and Operating Instructions 
and para 3.2.6 of IRUSSOR Standard Specifications-2010). The rate for M-25 concrete for RCC 
works (item 041011 of USSOR-2010) along with separate payment for supply of cement and 
admixture under relevant items at accepted rates comes to Rs 6129.84 per cum. Total loss 
ascertained for a total quantity of 389 cum was thus Rs 10,38,630/-.

Another NS item included was for providing truss less roofing (Proflex type). The rate of this item was 
decided based on a LAR of 4-5 years old contract of EC railway without comparing with the current 
market rate. The current market rate for the same was collected by vigilance from the agency which 
had executed this work on behalf of the contractor. Considering reasonable profit @10% to the 
contractor, a monitory loss of appx. Rs 6.72 lakhs had been assessed.

The detailed Investigation Report has been sent to Railway Board for further necessary action. 

Case study 9 (Stores)
A preventive vigilance check was conducted in the stores Depot of zonal Railway in connection with 
quality of pre-inspected stock material supplied by a firm. It was detected during investigation that the 
chemical composition of the supplied material fails to meet with the requirements of IS specification 
incorporated in the contract order. Finally, the material was rejected and the recovery was made as per 
rejection advice.  

Salient points of Investigation are highlighted as under:

1.	 Firm supplied a material ' X' duly inspected as per purchase order (third party inspection 
agency) and accordingly the material was taken into account. During vigilance check, the 
sample material randomly picked up and sealed jointly in the presence of stock holder. 

2.    	 To ascertain the quality, the sealed material was sent to authorized test Lab (CMT) for testing 
as per IS specification as laid down in the description incorporated in the purchase order.

3.	 The test result of CMT revealed that the material fails to meet with the requirement of IS 
specification due to chemical composition not in conformity with the purchase order and by 
virtue of this test result finally, the material was rejected by the Depot officer and rejection advice 
issued accordingly.

4.	 The firm agreed with cause of rejection and had remitted the amount against the rejected 
quantity to the concern accounts to this effect. 

5.	 Subsequently, the firm had lifted the rejected material with an assurance that they will supply 
the fresh material after materializing administrative issues e.g D.P Extension etc. But the firm 
failed to supply the fresh material and consequently the purchase order was cancelled with 3% 
General Damages.

 6.	 In this context, had this quality check not been carried out, this failure would have not been 
detected and the material would have been used though it is pre-inspected & later on found not 
in accordance with the specification. 

7.	 Consequent upon, officials of third party inspecting agency responsible for quality check, being 
taken up for this failure in regard to the inspection of materials already done by third party.

8 This proves the very fact that testing of material makes a very  vital role to ascertain its quality 
even though it is  pre-inspected by third party.

Conclusion: In spite of selecting correct sources of supply & following correct procedure of 
procurement, the chemical composition or other specification may be overlooked by the inspecting 
agency during inspection of material. The quality can be further ensured if the executive are vigilant 
towards the performance of the material even though it is pre-inspected.

Case Study 10 (Mechanical):
1. A complaint case has been investigated regarding the huge drainage of Govt Money through 

illegal activities on the auction sold locomotives.

2. The over aged locomotives sale to the interested parties was proceeded as per the instructions 
contained in the Railway boards letter (Policy) 2001/M(L)/ 466/75 Pt. Dtd 08-08-2014.The 
locomotives were sold above preset reserve price duly vetted by associated accounts.

CASE STUDIESCASE STUDIES
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3. The locomotives were sold by stores department through e- auction sale on “As is where is 
Basis” Accordingly after sale SROs were issued indicating total sale value, Free delivery 
period of auction sold locomotives were 50 days allowed up to the specified date. Distribution 
copies of SRO's were issued to various stake holders.

4. Railway Board vide above stated letter clearly specified the conditions “If the buyer so desires, 
he can avail the provision of locomotive service and overhauling facility at Rly Workshop or 
Diesel shed on payment basis. Such repairing work shall be carried out only after the purchase 
of locomotive by the Purchaser. After completion of sale procedure, the said locomotive will be 
handed over to the purchaser. The cost of the service/repair of the locomotive will be shown by 
Sr.DME/CWM” here sale procedure completes only after Joint handing over of sold 
Locomotives/auction sold lot.

5. The repairing work was undertaken by the homing shed of the locomotives at post sale stage 
(before completing the sale procedure) to bring the locomotives into ready workable condition. 
The works was done  without preparing any estimates and sanction of competent authority 
without ensuring the recoveries of such cost of repair from purchaser of the locomotives. The 
entire work was somewhat hidden under the carpet and based on the verbal order of officer in-
charge. Subordinate supervisor of the shed have complied to the Instructions of officer in 
charge made the dead locomotives serviceable and workable. Tangible Revenue have been 
lost by Railway thereby, unsolicited financial benefits were extended to the purchaser of the 
locomotives.

6. In the course of servicing of sold Locomotives Railway Materials (old/serviceable), 
consumables, and railway manpower were used for which no cost were recovered from the 
purchaser of the locomotives. Tangible revenue have been lost by railways thereby, unsolicited 
financial benefits were extended to the purchaser which was clear deviation from sales 
conditions and instruction contained in the Railway Boards letter.

7. The sold  locomotives were also painted inside the diesel shed premises with the same colour 
scheme of homing shed  to give the new and refreshing look of the locomotives, while no 
record of entry of Paint and contractual labour were maintained  possibility of use of Railway 
resources is not ruled out, 

8. The locomotives were taken over by the purchaser at the end of allowed free delivery of 50 
days and extended free delivery period of 7 days without ground rent. During this period, the 
alleged work of Locomotives servicing were undertaken. (While the custodian diesel shed of 
the locomotives  had no business to touch the locomotives that were already sold) Thereafter, 
the purchaser approached the railway authority for issue of route permission after taking over 
the locomotives, which also took another 20 days for movement out of the Loco shed. The 
Locomotives belonging to private party were stabled inside the shed premises even after joint 
handing over and taking over of the locomotives by purchaser. The period of over stay of the 
private locomotives inside the diesel shed, the basic question  arises, as to how can the 
overstay period be accounted for, whether on Railways account on administrative ground for 
processing delay of route permission? or on the account of Purchaser? while sufficient time of 
free delivery period have been given to the purchaser to remove their purchased locomotives.

9. Railway general conditions relating to the sale of railway material through E-Auction, stipulates 

that “Railway administration shall be entitled to recover from the purchaser ground rent in 
respect of such lot from the date following the date of expiry of free time at the rate ½% per day 
of the value of un-removed quantity subject to a minimum of Rs.10 per day per lot. Such 
ground rent as may have to be paid by the purchaser to the Government shall be recovered 
from him by the depot officer before the goods are allowed to be removed”.

10.  Route permission from operating department had been issued with the clear check note that 
all recoverable dues/levies/charges are to be realized.

11. The terms ofthe SRO's (Sale Release Order) should have carefully been taken into 
consideration by the stake holders. The sale and subsequent repair / servicing of the 
locomotives should have been taken only after completing the sale procedure, for the 
sake of  clarity  & better appreciation that Joint handing over  should have been done by the 
custodian soon after the issue of SRO's and  well within the Free delivery period. Thereafter, 
clear expression of purchaser been taken for Repair /servicing on chargeable basis. The  
repair work on the private locomotives should have been undertaken as deposit work as 
defined in the Rolling stock Code. Which was not done in this case. Necessary formalities for 
Route permission well could have been processed by the railway authority i.e shed/shop 
undertaking the repair/Overhauling of the locomotives i.e issue of fit certificate collection of 
Haulage charges etc but this have been done by other office keeping the homing shed in dark.

Conclusion: In the entire episode, It is observed that specific responsibility of each functionary 
including shed supervisor was not demarcated and the work have been performed on the sold 
locomotives arbitrarily without keeping the railways interest in view.

stThe case had been investigated and forwarded to Railway Board for 1  stage advice of CVC . The 
investigation report have been perused by CVC and recommended the Administrative and 
disciplinary proceeding of the officials involved beside other recommendations to prevent recurrence 
of such issues in future and advised railway to come up with  system improvement to delineate clear 
responsibility of  each department and progression of such case  should be through IT enabled  
coordination.

CASE STUDIESCASE STUDIES
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South Eastern Railway Vigilance Branch 

Confidential

Vigilance Office,

Garden Reach 

\Kolkatta, 700043

No.G.130/PC/2021/03/.01210/V5/N/ADRA/NIK/                                               Dated: 01-02-2022

CAO(CON),PCE,PCEE, PCEE(CON), , PCSTE & PFA

S.E.Railway, Garden Reach, Kolkatta-43

Sub:Enforcement of clause 51-A,(i) of GCC for contracts valuing more than Rs.1 Cr.

During vigilance investigations, it has been observed that clause 51-A,(i) of GCC for contracts valuing more 
than Rs,1 Cr is not being enforced in a number of contracts.

Clause 51-A.(i) of GCC is reproduced below-

“51-A Production of Vouchers etc, by the Contractor:

(I) For a contract of more than one crore of rupees, the Contractor shall whenever required produce or 
cause to be produced for examination by the Engineer any quotation, invoice, cost or other account, 
book of accounts,, voucher, receipt, letter, memorandum, paper of writing or any copy of or extract from 
any such document and also furnish information and returns verified in such manner as may be required 
in any way relating to the execution of this contract or relevant for verifying or ascertaining cost of 
execution of this contract (the decision of the Engineer on the question of relevancy of any documents, 
information or return being final and binding in the parties).  The Contractor shall similarly produce 
vouchers etc., if required to prove to the Engineer, that materials supplied by him are in accordance with 
the specification laid down in the contract.

From the above, it is clear that Clause 51-A, (i) of GCC is very important and enforcement of the same should be 
ensured by concerned Engineer-in-charges invariably in letter and spirit.

Further, autnthenticity of GSTN numbr mentioned in vouchers, challans/e-way bills etc, furnished by the 
contractors should be verified from web portal .h�ps://services.gst.gov.in/services/searchtp

It is therefore, advised to issue necessary instructions to all concerned for compliance of the above under 
intimation to this office.  Non enforcement of clause 51-A.(i) of GCC will be viewed seriously.

Sd/-

(Vijay Kumar Panjiar)

SDGM

South Eastern Railway Vigilance Branch 

Confidential

Vigilance Office,

Garden Reach 

\Kolkatta, 700043
No.G.130/PC/2021/03/01210/V5//N/ADRA/IK/1730                                                   Dated: 01-02-2022

CAO(CON),PCE,PCEE,PCEE(CO), PCSTE & PFA

S.E.Railway, Garden Reach, Kolkata-43

Sub: System improvement towards ensuring quality in construction/ repair works.

While investigating a case related to construction of TSS building, vigilance suggest implementing some 
checks at various stages for ensuring quality and transparency.

Case Brief:

A per the tender condition” The payment for Cement will be made for actual consumption at sit or theoretical 
consumption a per the work executed whichever is less.  The payment for steel will be made after the concrete 
is cast”.  Further the tender document says “the work should be executed as per standard specification of GCC 
and SOR-92”.

Deficiencies observed:

I. Non compliance to clause 51-A. (i) of GCC for contract valuing more than Rs.1 Cr. “The contractor shall 
similarly produce voucher etc., if required to prove to the Engineer, that material supplied by him, are in 
accordance with the specifications laid down in the contract.”.

ii. Register for recoding test reports on compressive strength of Cube samples does not mention anything 
about testing laboratory/equipment.  Counter signature of neither JS/SS field office nor JAG/SG officer is 
present in the Cube sample test register.

iii. Though the challans purported to be issued by Cement Whole seller/Retailer mention the GSTN of 
contractor but does not contains the Batch No./Product ID &GST/PAN No.of the supplier.

iv. Two consecutive challans of same Whole seller/Retailer bears the same Serial Number.	

Suggestion:

I. Enforcement of clause 51-A.(i) of GCC for contracts valuing more than Rs.1 Cr. Should be ensured in 
letter and spirit specially in regard to production of vouchers by the contractors to prove to the Engineer, 
that material supplied by him are in accordance with the specifications laid down in the contract.

ii. On account & final bills should be passed only when supported with requisite documents like challans/e-
way bill, test report/inspection certificate etc., even when payment clause is related to theoretical 
consumption.

iii. GSTN number is must on the Challan for the item supplied by OEM/Dealer/whole seller/ Retailer or 
contractor Genuineness of the GSTN number can be verified. from web portal https:// 
/services.gst.gov.in/services/searchtp.

iv. Proper challan should contain information on Product(s)  serial Number/Product(s) ID, Batch Number, 
Address of supplier & Contractor along with their GST/PAN Number.  In few cases, transporting vehicle is 
also mentioned.  Incomplete & erroneous challan should not be accepted.

SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS SUGGESTED/IMPLEMENTED
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v. Field official (concerned JS/SS/JAG) should test check & certify the test reports of cube samples (and 
other quality ensuring mechanism also).

vi. The tender documents should refer the latest standard specification/Drawings a applicable or approved

	 This has the approval of SDGM

Sd/-

(Biplab Dash)

Dy.CVO(EL)/GRC.

--------------------- 

South Eastern Railway Vigilance Branch 

Confidential

Vigilance Office,

Garden Reach 

\Kolkatta, 700043
No.G.130/PC/2022/02/00033/V5/N/KGP                                                                    Dated: 19-07-2022

Principal Chief Operation Manager,

Principal Chief Security Commissioner cum IG/RPF

S.E.Railway, Garden Reach, Kolkatta-43

Sub:Observations in reporting/recording of untoward incidence.

During  scrutiny of an enquiry report against claim under 124-A of Railway Act Injury due to accidental fall 
from train it is found that CCTV footage & statement of eye witness established the alleged accident as 
self-inflicted injury (boarding train in running condition).  The station master diary entry shows, immediate 
medical aid was provided to the critically injured passenger by on duty GRP, RPF & station staff by 
admitting him to nearest Medical College & Hospital.

Following minor deficiencies are observed in recording, reporting and enquiry of untoward incidence.

(I) Form-I (report of untoward incident by SM) mentions about accidental fall but does not mention the Train 
Number, Name of the guard/driver of train, occupation of coach.

(ii) On duty Guard of train has confessed that “Alarm switch of the train operated after starting from 
concerned station, train stopped and re–started.  He did not notice the falling down of the passenger from the 
train”.  This proves that guard did not pay due attention to activation of alarm bell (chain   pull) immediately after 
stating and failed to enquire/record the reason behind it.

(iii) The enquiry report does not describe the CCTV  footage & excluded T-34 report,

(iv) The enquiry report was drafted in a letter format.  After every recorded statement of witness, the enquiry 
officer has presented his conclusions which are contradictory and undesired.

Sd/-

(Vijay Kumar Panjiar)

Sr.Dy.General Manager.

South Eastern Railway Vigilance Branch 

Confidential

Vigilance Office,

Garden Reach 

\Kolkatta, 700043
No.G.130/PC/2021/011/00949/V5/N/200                                                                  Dated: 11-05-2022

Principal Chief Electrical Engineer,

S.E.Railway, Garden Reach, Kolkatta-43

Sub:System improvement against theft of electricity.

Based on source information, preventive check on theft of electricity was conducted on 16-11-2021 in presence 
of concerned supervisor and RPF team.  It was observed that single phase 230 volt power supply was 
extended from railway distribution feeder to the Kali temple & two house of outsiders situated near it.  About 20 
mtrs of Aluminum service wire and flexible copper wire which appears as 1-2 years old wire seized from the site.  
The last maintenance work at the concerned electric pole was done in July 2021.

Outstanding electricity tariff pending with the consumers including Govt & private agencies (Rs.1394460 under 
the concerned supervisor up to 30.09.2021 may be recovered. 

Following suggestions are recommended as system improvement.

(I) Regular drive against unauthorized connection, hooking or tempering of energy meter may be conducted 
inside railway settlement, Pole/junction box wise position may be recorded.

(ii) Existing ACSR/AAC feeder lines may be replaced by insulated overhead conductor or power cables..

(iii) Correct of rating of Fuse/MCCB may be ensured in each feeder.

(iv) If the legally connected load on any distribution feeder(s)/phase(s) has reduced (replacement by LED 
lights & energy efficient fittings), load may be shifted to other feeder & spare feeder may be isolated.

(v) Creating Public awareness about the cognizable offence for theft of electricity (under section 135 of 
Indian Electricity Act-2003)

Format of legal proceeding against the outsiders & repeated offenders for theft of electricity under Section 135 
of Indian Electricity Act-2003,( issued by “Dakshin Haryana Bijli Vitran Nigam: Annexure-I to IX copy enclosed) 
may be considered for implementation with due modifications

Sd/- 

 (Vijay Kumar Panjiar)

Sr.Dy.General Manager.
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South Eastern Railway Vigilance Branch 

Confidential

Vigilance Office,

Garden Reach 

\Kolkatta, 700043
No.GM/V/System Improvement/11/S&T/1820                                                          Dated: 14-02-2022

To

The PCSTE,,

S.E.Railway.

Sub:Proposal for System Improvement raging misleading/conflicting conditions in tender 
documents.

A vigilance investigation was initiated arising out of a complaint regarding proceedings of two S&T tenders.  On 
scrutiny of tender documents, it was revealed that two conflicting conditions were kept at two different places in 
the tender document as given below: 

(I) Clause no.5 of standard technical criteria stipulates  : “EI system:, The bidder must submit an under 
taking that the equipment for EI shall be procured from RDSO approved supplier and installation, testing and 
commissioning of EI  shall also be got done from the same source including after sales support required during 
warranty period.  After the award of contract, MoU with RDSO approved source covering supply of equipment 
for EI, installation, testing & commissioning of EI by same RDSO approved source including after sales support 
required during the warranty period, before supply of equipment is undertaken.  (Ref: Railway Board Letter 
No.2011/Sig/EI/Policy, dated 15-04-2015)”.

(ii) Whereas clause no.8 & 9 of Special condition of contract-Part III  for AMC stipulates  

 8.  The Tenderer shall be either original equipment manufacturer of Electronic Interlocking System 
or authorized dealer/service provider for EI system.  In case the tenderer is authorized 
dealer/service provider of the OEM, the authorization certificate issued byv OEM in favour of the 
tenderer shall be submitted long with the tender offer filing which the offer will be summarily 
rejected.

 9.  The authorization should be signed by Power of Attorney holder of OEM.  The power of Attorney 
should be submitted before entering in to agreement for AMC.  The power of attorney should 
specifically mention that the PoA holder is authorized to appoint authorized dealer/service 
provider.  All acts of omission an commission by Authorized dealers/Service Providers leading 
to adverse affects on train operations/Signal failures will be deemed to have been done by OEM.  
This will also be reported by RDSO if required.”

Keeping two separate condition at different locations may lead to the following  situations:

 (a)  Misinterpretations/overlooking of one condition by bidders.

 (b)   Over looking of any one of these conditions during evaluation.

In this instant case keeping of two conflicting condition at two separate locations in bid document resulted in 
nd

over looking of 2  condition by TC at the time of techno commercial evaluation which also necessitated recall of 
the same and re-draw the evaluation.  Evaluation for two times also generated two conflicting SMS  from the 
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“Whoever is careless with the truth in small matters 

cannot be trusted with important matters” 

- Albert Einstein

st
system which were sent to one bidder showing their techno-commercial bid as suitable for the 1  time and 
unsuitable later on and ultimately resulted initiation of complaint by them.

Investigation also revealed that in other contracts for similar works being executed by S&T construction wing of 
South Eastern Railway, similar conflicting conditions were kept.

Therefore, the following are suggested as system improvement.

(i) Utmost care should be taken to avoid provision of such clauses in bid documents which are conflicting.

(ii) Any such special condition, non adherence of which is liable o make the offer disqualified or rejected, 
should be spelt out in the NIT  and mentioned in the bid document prominently.

Necessary instruction may please be issued from your end in this regard.  Action taken may be communicated to 
this office at the earliest

Sd/- 

 (Vijay Kumar Panjiar)

Sr.Dy.General Manager.

South Eastern Railway Vigilance Branch 

Confidential

Vigilance Office,

Garden Reach 
\Kolkatta, 700043

No.G.130/SPE/2009/12/025/V4/V.Con/                                                                 Dated: 30-03--2022

To
All PHODs/DRMs & CWM- KGP/WS,,
South  Eastern Railway.

Sub:System Improvement regarding upkeepment/follow up of records regarding prosecution case 
figured by Non-Gazetted Railway Officials and timely action by the DA in dealing DAR action in 

consequence of  Conviction of Non-Gazetted Railway Official in the Court of Law.

A number of D&A cases arise against railway servants out of CBI/ACB cases.  However, instances have come 

to notice that certain cases have not been dealt by Disciplinary Authorities (DA) properly leaving a lot of lacuna 

and making the cases complicated.  Some of the irregularities observed in such cases are:-

(i)No timely action taken under DAR (Removal/Dismissal) against the official convicted by Court of Law in 

CBI/ACB cases (under Rule 14

(i)  of DAR 1968).  Instances have come to notice that convicted employees have been normally retired on 

attaining the age of superannuation with full pensionary benefits even after conviction.

(ii) Withdrawal of penalty imposed earlier in Regular departmental Action Cases after conviction of the CO.  

In case of conviction of the CO,  fresh penalty under Rule 14(i) has to be imposed without reference to 

the earlier penalty imposed in RDA (if the same is not removal/dismissal).

(iii) Imposition of penalty which is at variance with Rule 6 of RS(D&A) Rules 1968 where the CO has been 

convicted of bribe or possessing Disproportionate Assets. The penalty specified in such cases is 

Removal/Dismissal only.

(iv) These careless official practices by the concerned offices leading to future complications in regard 

to wrong promotion (Instruction contained in RBE-13/93, SER-31/93 not followed) or faulty 

ettlement payment etc.

Rule 6 of RS(D&A) Rules  1968 stipulates that “Provided further that in case of persons found guilty of 

possessing assets disproportionate to known sources of income or found guilty of having accepted 

or having obtained from any person any gratification, other than legal remuneration, as a motive or 

reward for doing or forbearing to do any official act, one of the penalties specified in clauses 

(viii) or (ix) shall ordinarily be imposed and where such penalty is not imposed, the reasons 

thereof shall be recorded in writing.” 

From the above it is clear that, in case the DA proposes to impose penalty of other than Removal/Dismissal on 

the CO, he should record reasons thereof in writing.  However, DA are not following the Rule 6 of RS(D&A) 

Rules 1968 in letter and spirit in such cases.

Further, the instruction contained in RBE No. 128/2007 (SER-188/2007) read along with RBE-54/95 (SER-

96/95) and RBE-65/2013 (SER-70/2013) to be taken into consideration to explore possibilities for taking 
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“Humans are fickle- minded. Honesty is a trait, however temporary.
The doom of giving in to the materialistic pleasures at the cost of morality

and financial turbulence is inevitable.”

simultaneous action to initiate departmental proceedings as deemed fit against whom prosecution cases are 

pending.

Attention is also drawn to the relevant provision of Rule-8,9 &  10 of RAILWAY SERVICES (PENSION) RULES-

1993 and the same to be strictly adhered to where applicable.

In view of the above, it is requested to issue suitable instruction to the concerned BOs/sections/dealers to give 

special attention to all such prosecution cases and take appropriate action in accordance to laid down rule and 

Law to avoid any future litigation/complications.

A quarterly report may please be forwarded to this office as per enclosed format and the same should also be 

endorsed to the sections in charge of Cadre, Bill & Settlement section with proper acknowledgement to avoid 

any wrong procedure.

Sd/- 

 (Vijay Kumar Panjiar)
Sr.Dy.General Manager.

----------------------------

Prosecution case pending against officials of …… Division/Department as on ……………………

South Eastern Railway Vigilance Branch 

Confidential

Vigilance Office,

Garden Reach 
\Kolkatta, 700043

No.G.130/PC/2021/12/00465V5/N/KGP/NIK/1620                                                   Dated: 07-01-2021

CAO(CON),PCE,PCEE,PCME,PCMM & PCSTE
S.E.Railway, Garden Reach, Kolkatta-43

Sub:System improvement towards consignee inspection of materials for Works/Service/Goods 
contract.

Material costing below Rs.5.0 lakh is under the purview of consignee inspection for purchase through 

stores/works/service/GEM contracts.  In a preventive check, it is observed that

i. Consignee has issued inspection certificate without mentioning parameters which are to be ensured.

ii. The manufacturer test certificate was issued after the consignee inspection.  Thus manufacturer test 

certificate lost its importance for comparison with the measured parameter during consignee 

inspection.

iii. Material Serial number/Lot number, manufacturing month/date, calibration of measuring instruments 

are also not mentioned.

iv. There is inordinate delay (more than 100 days to 1 year) between consignee inspection and 

delivery of material.  In case of un-avoidable delay, the material may be re-inspected.

Thus, confirmation of inspected material to the specification  mentioned in the tender document has been 

certified without proper documentation.

A  standard format for consignee inspection certificate is suggested which may guide towards ensuring 

quality of consignee inspected item in confirmation to the desired specification mentioned in tender 

document/P.O and claim against failure during warranty period.

This is issued with the approval of SDGM.

Encl: 1 page 

Sd/-

           (Biplab Dash)

Dy.Chief Vigilance Officer(EL)
        S.E.Railway, Garden Reach.
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South Eastern Railway
Proposed Consignee Inspection Certificate

Quantity Passed:

Quantity Rejected: Signature of Inspec�ng Authority
Name:
Desg.

South Eastern Railway
Vigilance Branch

No. G.130/PC/2021/09/00328/V2/Leave Encashment/System Improvement/1618,    Dtd. 06-01-2022

To
The PCPO,
South Eastern Railway,
Garden Reach.

Sub: System Improvement related to proper record keeping and requisite entries in Service Book  
for availing Leave Encashment benefits. 

Some preventive checks were conducted in connection with drawing of leave Encashment in favour of 
concerned staff of South Eastern Railway including divisions and headquarters.  

During the checks, a good number of overpayment cases have been noted by Vigilance on account of the 
following omissions and commissions:-

i.) Omissions of Leave Encashment Memorandums in the service sheets. 

ii.) Omissions of entries in the Service Book in spite of Leave Encashment Memorandums attached to 

the Service Book

iii.) Updating of Leave account kept pending which is causing hindrances in calling for Leave  

Encashment Memorandums from the concerned staff if not available in the service sheet and 

subsequent absence of entries. 

iv.) No proper handing-over and taking-over of Service Sheets by custodians. 

v.) Multiple leave encashment of leave salary in a single block.

Overpayments amounting to Rs. 3,82,892/- (Rupees three lakh eighty two thousand eight hundred and ninety 

two only) has been detected by  Vigilance branch, out of which an amount of Rs. 3,61,649/- (Rupees three lakh 

sixty one thousand Six hundred forty nine only) has been recovered from the concerned staff due to the 

intervention of Vigilance in all the divisions including HQ. Apart from that an amount of Rs. 21,243/- (Rupees 

twenty one thousand two hundred and forty three only) has not yet been realized from a single retired staff for 

which recovery advice has been communicated to the concerned bank for early recovery from pension relief. 
Therefore, with a view to eliminate the scope for overpayments in the area of Leave Encashment the concerned 
sanctioning authorities should adopt a definite policy framework for the following:-

i) Ensuring regular assessment and cross checking of the entries being incorporated in the service 

book and proper preservation of documents viz. memorandums and office orders. 

ii) Confirming the fact that proper handing over and taking over of Service Book and Service Records 

has been executed between the outgoing dealers with the newly posted dealers. This would ensure 

safe custody of documents enclosed in the service book and subsequent preservation of the same, 

and if found otherwise, proper punitive action could be initiated against the delinquent staff.  

iii) Service sheets may be updated on regular basis including leave accounts for which meticulous 

scrutiny may be observed. 

iv) Separate Register may be introduced in the office in order to keep an account of the no. of leave 

encashment availed by each staff of the unit. 
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“A war based on Satyagraha is always of two kinds. One is the war we wage 

against injustice, and the other we fight our own weaknesses” – 

Sardar Patel

v) In case of maintenance of service sheet to record leave encashment a separate page may be allotted 

for leave encashment that will bear the records of the no. of times concerned staff has availed leave 

encashment. 

vi) Sanctioning Authority is supposed to ensure the following:-

(a) Balance leave at credit available 

(b) Not more than one leave encashment in a single block of two years.

(c) Not more than 60 days/six times of leave encashment in favour of each staff. 

CRIS to be requested to implement a check that will ensure a blockage against sanctioning more than 6 times 

during lifetime and 2 times in one single block along with availability of requisite leave at credit, along with 

corresponding debit of leave account after leave encashment has been sanctioned. 

Necessary steps be taken towards implementation of the above recommendations in the form of system 

improvement. Action taken may be communicated to the Vigilance Office. 

Sd/-

(Virendra Kumar)

CVO/HQ/SER/GRC

South Eastern Railway
Vigilance Branch

No. G.130/2021/06/00378/V2/V.CON/Sys.Imp/79, 	 	 	 	 	 Dtd. 13.04.2022

PCPO/S.E.Railway/GRC

Sub: Modification of Auditing System of School Development  Fund. 

During one Vigilance Investigation based on the complaints, it came to the notice that the School “Development 
Fund is created by collection from the students for modernization of teaching procedure by means of procuring 
modern teaching equipment like Computer, Smart board etc, beautifying the school compound, to make the 
healthy ambiance of the school, to assist needy student, to offer scholarship and overall to make the Railway 
school at par with Kendriya Vidyalaya and other Private schools according to the order of the competent 
authority i.e. erstwhile CPO (IR)/ S.E.Railway /GRC.

CPO(IR)/S.E.Railway/GRC had clearly mentioned the amount to be collected from the students, procedure of 
maintenance of the Fund and the purpose of the utilization of the Fund in his letter No.P/ED/54, dated May 30, 
2000.

CPO (IR)/S.E.Railway/GRC had further mentioned very elaborately the purpose of the Fund, the scope of 
utilization of the Fund, the maintenance procedure and the AUDITING SYSTEM of the Fund vide letter No. 
P/CPO(IR)/SDF/Utilization dated February 7, 2003. 

During scrutiny, it is revealed that the school authority is following all the guidelines as stipulated in the order of 
the competent authority and the fund is being audited by the panel of three existing teachers of and the fund is 
being audited by the panel of three existing teachers of the school. However the system of Auditing of the Fund 
by utilizing authority itself may raise questions about its transparency and integrity.

Hence it is opined that in order to bring transparency and integrity in Fund utilization beyond any doubt, the 
Fund should be audited by Associated Accounts.

Instructions in this respect may be issued to the bona-fide Railway Schools under jurisdiction of South Eastern 
Railway for auditing of the School Development Fund by nominated Accounts officials. Compliance in this 
matter may kindly be forwarded to this office.

Sd/- 
(Virendra Kumar )

 CVO(HQ)
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South Eastern Railway
Vigilance Branch

No. G.130/PC/2021/07/00462/V5/N/CKP/NIK      Dtd. 21-03-2022

PCEE, PCME & PFA,

S.E. Railway, Garden Reach, Kolkata-43

Sub: Suggestion for restricting abnormal Low/High Quote in tenders. 

During investigation of a service contract, financial bid shown that some bidders have made their offer skeptic 
by mis-utilizing the rebate option provided in IREPS module. The offers of technically qualified bidders are 
reiterated below:

Further Sch-A says “tenders are advised to quote “Above” or At Par” on Labour cost schedule in view of 
minimum wages prevailing as on date of opening of the tender to avoid violation of Minimum Wages Act:. It is 
well understood that rebate on gross value is uniformly applicable across all the schedules & items of tender. In 
this case, tender committee as well as accepting authority, misinterpreted the implication of rebate on Sch-A ( 
Labour cost estimated on Minimum wages) and awarded the tender to the technically qualified L-1 bidder which 
is contrary to the tender condition. 

Present IREPS system does not restrict any bidder for quoting abnormally high or low rate against any 
schedule. Rebate up to 99.99% on the on gross value/schedule needs critical examination from the workability 
point of view. Such sceptic offer may mislead TC and non-uniformity may be sensitized about such errors. 

As bidder is free to quote against  each individual schedule in “Single rate for reach schedule” of bidding style, 

Further Sch-A says “tenders are advised to quote “Above” or At Par” on Labour cost schedule in view of 
minimum wages prevailing as on date of opening of the tender to avoid violation of Minimum Wages Act:. It is 
well understood that rebate on gross value is uniformly applicable across all the schedules & items of tender. In 
this case, tender committee as well as accepting authority, misinterpreted the implication of rebate on Sch-A ( 
Labour cost estimated on Minimum wages) and awarded the tender to the technically qualified L-1 bidder which 
is contrary to the tender condition. 

Present IREPS system does not restrict any bidder for quoting abnormally high or low rate against any 
schedule. Rebate up to 99.99% on the on gross value/schedule needs critical examination from the workability 
point of view. Such sceptic offer may mislead TC and non-uniformity may be sensitized about such errors. 

As bidder is free to quote against  each individual schedule in “Single rate for reach schedule” of bidding style, 
further “Rebate” on gross value has no valid reason. So the “Rebate” option in IREPS module may be 
considered for elimination. 

System improvement to restrict abnormally below or unworkable offer was suggested by this office vide letter 
No. G.130/C/2020/12/00531/V5/N/KGP/Dated: 07-05-2021. If restriction on upper and lower limit of Quote 
against each individual schedule is considered as necessary, then railway board may be approached for 
amendment in GCC (services-2018) & implementation through IREPS module. 

(Sd/-)

(Vijay Kumar Panjiar)

Sr.Deputy General Manager

Copy to: ED Vig (S&T), Railway Board, New Delhi for information please. 

---------------------

“Real integrity is doing the right thing, knowing that nobody's going to know 

whether you did it or not." – 

Oprah Winfrey
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South Eastern Railway
Vigilance Branch

No. G.130/PC/2021/12/02037/V5/N/256   ,                                                                            Dtd. 23-05-2022
PCEE, PCME & PFA,
S.E. Railway, Garden Reach, Kolkata-43

Sub: Enquiry report on Untoward Incidence against compensation under
section 16 of Railway claims tribunal act, 1987.

Preventive Checks were conducted at RPF Posts on one of the thrust areas i.e. “Claim settlement case 
especially death cases under section 124-A” .It is observed that enquiry of such cases were completed 
within a period of one to four months. No undue delay is noticed. The enquiry officers have examines and 
considered many supporting documents. 

However in a case the enquiry officer has not given thrust on the crucial evidence(s) and omission of 
recording date. Vigilance observations are summarized below. 

i) The investigation report has not emphasized the non-recovery of journey/station ticket from 

the deceased or non-submission by co-passenger which is crucial evidence against the 

claim. 

ii) While recording the statement of witnesses, the RPF officials have not mentioned the date of 

recording and signed without date. 

iii) Statement of stationmaster has included but copy of station diary of concerned date is 

missing. 

iv) Report/correspondence with GRP has not included.

The enquiry officials may be sensitized about the above aspects. 

Sd/-
(VIJAY KUMAR PANJIAR)

Sr. Dy. General Manager 
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“People that elect corrupt politicians, imposters, thieves 

and traitors are not victims... but  accomplices” – 

George Orwell

Disclaimer

The booklet is only indicative and is by no means exhaustive. Nor are they intended to be a substitute 

for rules, procedure and existing instructions/ guidelines. The conclusion and lessons drawn from 

the case studies and articles herein do not in any way supersede the rules and procedures contained 

in any of the Railway Codes, Manuals and other relevant policy circulars.

This booklet should not be produced in any Court of Law and wherever necessary reference should 

always be made to the original order on the respective subject.



A 'No’ uttered from the deepest conviction is better
than a ‘Yes’ merely uttered to please,
or worse, to avoid trouble

– Mahatma Gandhi --

Front Inside Back Inside

I believe that corruption has been one of the major obstacles to economic, political and 
social progress of our country. I believe that all stakeholders such as Government, 
citizens and private sector need to work together to eradicate corruption. I realise that 
every citizen should be vigilant and commit to highest standards of honesty and integrity 
at all times and support the fight against corruption.

I, therefore, pledge:

• To follow probity and rule of law in all walks of life

• To neither take nor offer bribe

• To perform all tasks in an honest and transparent manner

• To act in public interest

• To lead by example exhibiting integrity in personal behaviour

• To report any incident of corruption to the appropriate agency

õF¶ÜFPÎFòF ÒP¶F£FF

ÛFWÞF PæFèæFFõF ùY P=+ ùÛFFÞW ¼WèF =+U EFP»Fa=+, ÞF¡FÎFUP¶F=+ ¶F»FF õFFÛFFP¡F=+ Ò;FP¶F ÛFWk ÚFeñF˜FFÞ J=+ ÙF°sU æFFÍFF 
ùY— ÛFWÞF PæFèæFFõF ùY P=+ ÚFeñF˜FFÞ =+F HÎÛF[áFÎF =+ÞÎFW =W+ PáFJ õFÚFU õFkÙFkPÍF¶F ÑF‡FXk ¡FYõFW õFÞ=+FÞ, ÎFF;FPÞ=+Xk 
¶F»FF PÎF¡FU ‡FW·F =+X J=+ õFF»F PÛFáF =+Þ =+FÜFa =+ÞÎFW =+U EFæFèÜF=+¶FF ùY—
ÛFWÞF ÛFFÎFÎFF ùY P=+ Ò¶ÜFW=+ ÎFF;FPÞ=+ =+X õF¶F=a+ ùXÎFF ˜FFPùJ ¶F»FF HõFW õF¼YæF GaÛFFÎF¼FÞU ¶F»FF õF¶ÜFPÎFòF =W+ 
H˜˜F¶FÛF ÛFFÎF=+Xk =W+ ÒP¶F æF˜FÎFÙFÊ ùXÎFF ˜FFPùJ ¶F»FF ÚFeñF˜FFÞ =W+ PæFßÊ õFkfFðFa ÛFWk õFF»F ¼WÎFF ˜FFPùJ—
E¶F:, ÛFYk ÒP¶F£FF =+Þ¶FF Dc P=+ :-

l ¡FUæFÎF =W+ õFÚFU ‡FW·FXk ÛFWk GaÛFFÎF¼FÞU ¶F»FF =+FÎF[ÎF =W+ PÎFÜFÛFXk =+F ÑFFáFÎF =+àc;FF;

l ÎFF ¶FX PÞèæF¶F áF[c;FF EZÞ ÎFF ùU PÞèæF¶F ¼[c;FF;
l õFÚFU =+FÜFa GaÛFFÎF¼FÞU ¶F»FF ÑFFÞ¼èFUa ÞUP¶F õFW =+àc;FF;
l ¡FÎFPù¶F ÛFWk =+FÜFa =+àc;FF;
l EÑFÎFW PÎF¡FU EF˜FÞµF ÛFWk GaÛFFÎF¼FÞU P¼&FF=+Þ H¼FùÞµF Òõ¶F]¶F =+àc;FF;
l ÚFeñF˜FFÞ =+U P=+õFU ÚFU fF©ÎFF =+U PÞÑFX©a HP˜F¶F J¡FWÎõFU =+X ¼[c;FF—

Integrity Pledge


